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A collection of early personal and
political essays from the Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The Color Purple.
What is a womanist? Alice Walker sets out
to define the concept in this anthology of
early essays and other nonfiction pieces.
As she outlines it, a womanist is a person
who prefers to side with the oppressed:
with women, with people of color, with the
poor. As a writer, Walker has always taken
such people as her primary subjects, and
her search for paths toward selfpossession and freedom always holds out
hope for the transformative power of
compassion and love. Whether she’s taking
on nuclear proliferation, the promise and
problems of the civil rights movement, or
her own creative process, Walker always
brings to bear a fearless determination to
tell the truth. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Alice Walker
including rare photos from the author’s
personal collection.
Beauty SleepA Glamorous Mother, a Woman
from Her Past, and Her Mysterious
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Ramshackle Glam creator Jordan Reid was a
little nervous about becoming a mother.
“In my experience,” she writes, “you know
what happens when you hold babies? They
cry. And it immediately becomes clear to
all present that you have terrible
parental instincts and should never be
allowed to come into contact with
children—ever.” But in October 2011 Reid
became a mother herself, and over the
first year of her son's life the writer
and media personality not only figured out
a thing or two about parenting, but also
learned how to navigate an entirely new
lifestyle while still maintaining a sense
of self. Part memoir, part commiseration,
and part how-to guide on fashion, beauty,
home décor and entertaining for the new
mom, Ramshackle Glam offers something
fresh for the “mommy” bookshelf: concrete
advice on how to care for yourself in the
post-partum days, weeks, and months. A
deeply personal exploration of the
realities of modern-day parenthood (Reid
covers topics ranging from post-partum
depression and marital struggles to pets
who immediately transform from your
beloved best friends into Those Things
That Wake Up Your Child), Ramshackle
Glamis also filled with straightforward,
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how to dress for your post-partum shape,
tricks for rearranging your home so it
works with an infant as well as your
tastes, and strategies for getting your
makeup done in five minutes flat with one
hand while keeping that bouncy chair going
with the other. Reid's spot-on advice
combined with her trademark intimacy, wit,
and (often aching) honesty make Ramshackle
Glam a must-read for any woman in search
of a candid account of how to handle
enormous life changes with humor, grace .
. . and a little bit of glam.
The internationally bestselling author of
Sparkles is back with an irresistibly
juicy novel about three powerful women once best friends, now deadly rivals Texan
honey Sally Lassiter, English rose Jane
Morgan, and exotic Jordanian beauty Helen
Yanna meet at an exclusive girls' school
in L.A. and vow that nothing will ever
tear them apart. But when catastrophe
strikes, two of the young women find
themselves grieving and penniless, and the
third will be forced into a fate she could
never have foreseen. In their struggle to
rebuild their lives, Helen, Sally, and
Jane come together to create a high-end
department store called Glamour. But as
money and recognition rocket them into the
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happens to promises when money is no
object, lust has no bounds, and glamour is
worth everything in this seductive rags-toriches saga.
The Life of Rupert Brooke
Glamour's Health & Beauty Book
Deconstructing the Hero
Silken Embrace\The Magic of
Mistletoe\Heated Moments\A Yuletide Affair
Sleeping Beauty Awakened
Short Stories & Essays
A “beautifully written and self-revealing” memoir of
motherhood—in all its messy glory—as a spiritual
practice, by a longtime yoga and dharma teacher (Tara
Brach, author of Radical Acceptance) Sutra is the Sanskrit
name for a short spiritual teaching, and it comes from the
same root as the English word suture, or stitch. This story
of motherhood as a path to awakening is, says yoga and
meditation teacher Anne Cushman, “an homage to the
long threads that run through all human lives, stitching up
what’s shredded in our hearts.” The Mama Sutra spans an
eighteen-year journey through motherhood as a spiritual
practice, chronicling Cushman’s first pregnancy, her
daughter's tragic stillbirth, the joyful birth of her son, the
“home retreat” of early motherhood, the challenges of
parenthood, the diagnosis and gifts of her son’s
developmental differences, the meltdown of her nuclear
family and its reconfiguration into a new and joyful form,
and more. This is a powerful story of the rawness and
beauty of life.
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Brings
glamour
within
every
woman's reach. Includes
reducing, diet, exercises and fashion guidance.
Presents a guide to raising children with a healthy attitude
toward sex and sexuality in a culture that provides a
skewed sense of body image, role models, and the
makeup of healthy intimate relationships.
An essential tool for all reading groups! In this
comprehensive book club companion, Kathryn Cope
guides readers through Elizabeth Strout’s acclaimed
novel, Olive, Again. Designed to make your reading
experience more rewarding and enjoyable, this study
guide encompasses a wealth of information. Inside this
guide you will find a plot summary; literary context;
character analysis; a breakdown of themes & imagery;
thought-provoking discussion questions, and even a quick
quiz. Study Guides for Book Clubs are designed to help
you get the absolute best from your book club meetings.
They enable reading group members to appreciate their
chosen book in greater depth than ever before. Please be
aware that this is a companion guide and does not contain
the full text of the novel.
Harlequin Kimani Romance December 2015 Box Set
Remember This
Where Have All the Flowers Gone?
Tales of Hunger, Hope, and Healing in Psychotherapy
My South Seas Sleeping Beauty
So Sexy So Soon
Looking for entertaining stories of drama,
glamour and passion featuring sophisticated
and sensual African—American and
multicultural heroes and heroines?
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Harlequin®
Kimani
Romance brings you all
this and more with these four new
full—length books for one great price!
SILKEN EMBRACE (The Drakes of
California) Zuri Day Billionaire businessman
Terrell Drake tries to make a difference by
mentoring fatherless young boys. However,
passion of a different kind ignites when he
meets single mother Ashley Robinson. The
up—from—the—streets nurse can’t afford to
trust the charismatic playboy, who is already
winning over her son. But for Terrell, the
promise of forever is too precious to give up
without a fight! THE MAGIC OF MISTLETOE
(Kimani Hotties: Forever My Lady) Carolyn
Hector Ever since he accidentally outed
Santa as a fraud, news anchor Duke
Rodriguez is getting bad press. Worse, the
former baseball star is striking out with sexy
decorator Macy Cuomo. Macy makes Duke
want to leave the limelight behind and focus
on making her sensual fantasies come true.
Opposites definitely attract, but when
celebrity drama ensues, will their budding
love survive the holiday season? HEATED
MOMENTS (Espresso Empire) Phyllis
Bourne When she’s dumped as the face of
Espresso Cosmetics, Lola Gray hits the road.
When a speeding ticket lands her in a
small—town jail cell, the only bright spot is
the hunky sheriff. Dylan Cooper relishes the
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quiet
of Coopersburg.
Now the
stunning beauty he has in lockup is
charming his hometown and seducing him.
Will their sizzling affair become a lifetime of
love? A YULETIDE AFFAIR (The Talbots of
Harbour Island) Monica Richardson Alyson
Talbot has returned to her exotic Caribbean
home to plan her sister’s spectacular
Christmas wedding—and win some lucrative
real estate deals. Samson Steel is an
unexpected distraction. False accusations
derailed Samson’s political plans, so he’s
hoping an extended vacation will help him
figure out his next move. Alyson intrigues
him. Can the gifts of acceptance and trust
turn a sizzling yuletide fling into a new
beginning?
The Fault at the Center is a candid, lyrical
coming-of-age novel that tells the story of
Sandy Fischer, an American girl growing up
in the beautiful yet violence-ridden
Guatemala of the 1960s and ‘70s. Sandy, a
resilient and very observant girl, must face
the many dilemmas emerging from the
disintegration of her Jewish-Catholic home.
Suddenly abandoned by their father and left
to fend for themselves, the four Fischer girls
and their mother no longer have a safe and
clear place in their adopted homeland.
While still perceived as expatriates, as
gringas, the Fischers must do their best to
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society. Little by little,
Sandy finds herself adapting to the prim,
Catholic, seemingly safe world of señoritas.
But what is the price, particularly for a girl
growing into womanhood, of belonging in
such a rigid and fearful world--of forcing
oneself not to fully register the violence that
is steadily intensifying in the country? And
given a choice, will Sandy leave her adopted
homeland or stay? The Fault at the Center
is, at the same time, an invention and a
memoir, a reflection upon the narrator’s
own distant/near relationship with her
Guatemalan past.
The magazine that helps career moms
balance their personal and professional
lives.
Lifestyle blogger and BetterTV host Jordan
Reid offers an irresistibly entertainingand
practical!read for soon-to-be moms. Part
memoir, part how-to,Carrying On is filled
with candid, intimate, and humorous stories,
as well as advice for expectant moms on
fashion, beauty, entertaining, relationships,
and more. Carrying On offers tips on each of
these topics, but more than that, the book is
a virtual diary of the worries and challenges
and joys that come along with expecting a
child. It acknowledges how difficult
impending parenthood can sometimes feel,
and then empowers women to follow their
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instincts
take
care of themselves as
well as baby during this special timewhether
that means re-covering a pregnancy pillow
in leopard fabric, filling a bathroom with the
scent of lavender, or whipping up a delicious
(and easy) dinner for no other reason than
it's Wednesday night. Filled with
straightforward, fun, and easy tips woven
into an appealingly authentic account of the
challenges associated with
pregnancy,Carrying On offers even the most
anxious mothers-to-be heartfelt support,
tangible guidance, and, as always, a little bit
of glam.
Beauty Sleep
9 Glamorous, Globe-trotting Contemporary
Romances
The New Mom's Haphazard Guide to
(Almost) Having It All
I Think I Love You
me, Me, ME. Oops! Why not?
Prose
Dementia has taken hold of Lucy Kellogg’s favorite grandmother.
She’s also on the brink of losing her best friend Sukie, who just
became a cheerleader. It takes a crisis with her ailing grandmother
for Lucy to see past her grief and pain and find her own way in an
ever-changing world.
Life in the fast lane has never looked so good. Bright lights and big
city action make a perfect backdrop for love in these thrilling novels
full of glamour, intrigue, and sophistication. From New York to
Paris, London to Los Angeles, these cosmopolitan tales of romance
will challenge and inspire your most worldly fantasies: Singapore
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by AlexiaTrue
Adams:
A CEO-in-training
handsome hotshot marketing director as they tour the company's
Asian offices. But will eight countries in three weeks lead to
whirlwind romance or lasting love? A Place to Rest My Heart by
Galen Rose: This poignant story of family, romance, and discovering
where you truly belong will enchant everyone who's ever left their
heart in San Francisco. Kirby by Samantha Molina: The competitive
nature of New York's publishing scene forces Rachel Sirianna to
adopt an alter ego—but can she keep her hot boyfriend from
discovering the duplicity? The Very Thought of You by Carolann
Camillo: When real estate developer Nick Mancini tries to buy out
the tenants in his San Francisco apartment building, sparks fly with
stubborn Molly Hewitt. Masquerade by Nicole Flockton: A medical
romance set down under in Perth provides just the right emergency
to reunite Sophie and Alex after their steamy one-night stand.
Looking for Prince Charming by Iris Leach: Glory agrees to pose as
her boss's girlfriend while he campaigns for Lord Mayor of
Melbourne - which might not be the best idea since she's already in
love with him! Urgent: One Nanny Required by Olivia Logan: Rania
George is offered a sweet gig babysitting a boy she adores. Only
catch? She has to fly to Hollywood - a place she loathes - and spend
three weeks with his devastatingly handsome and arrogant father.
Special Angel by Nancy Loyan: A diva with no record of her past,
classical singer Angelique must search the globe to find her true
identity, and sexy investigative reporter Brian Andrews is hot on her
heels. Perfect Partners by Stephanie Cage: London's latest hit dance
competition television show throws two former lovers into each
other's arms - but can they stay in step? Sensuality Level: Sensual
100 key writings from spanning across thirty years of the acclaimed
New Yorker art critic’s career. Hot, Cold, Heavy, Light collects 100
key writings by Peter Schjeldahl spinning thirty years, his last twenty
as the art critic of the New Yorker. In this unfailingly lucid guide to
an art world in constant, dramatic flux, Schjeldahl addresses new
artists and Old Masters with the same pitch of acuity, empathy, and
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No other writer
reader’s experience of art in
precise, jargon-free prose as he does, with reviews that are as much
essay as criticism. Implicit in Schjeldahl’s role as a frontline critic is
a focus on artists, issues, and events of urgent relevance to the
culture at large. Holt, Cold, Heavy, Light tells us why we still care
about Rembrandt and Mantegna, Matisse and Picasso; takes the
measure of contemporaries Basquiat and Holzer, Polke and Kiefer,
Sherman and Koons; introduces us to newcomers Kerry James
Marshall and Laura Owens; and salutes rediscoveries of Florine
Stettheimer, Hélio Oiticica, and Peter Hujar. The book provides
essential knowledge to anyone curious about the character, quality,
and consequence of art today. The pieces in Hot, Cold, Heavy, Light
were compiled and arranged by the critic Jarrett Earnest, with an ear
attuned to Schjeldahl’s range of voices. “The effect of reading him
in depth, over time,” Earnest says in his introduction, “is like that of
great literature. You come away not only with new insights and
ideas, but with a feeling of having been granted an extra life.” “This
is a rapturous read for art lovers and all who appreciate dynamic
critical essays,” —Booklist “Bruce is no longer The Boss; Peter
Schjeldahl is! Hot, Cold, Heavy, Light is the apex of artistic
criticism and commentary,” —Steve Martin “The great New Yorker
art critic writes like an angel about everyone from Vermeer to
Picasso, Donatello to Andy Warhol, in beautiful, enjoyable,
accessible essays across 30 years,” —Philadelphia Inquirer
Disney continues to be one of the dominant forces of popular
culture, not only in America, but worldwide. The company’s various
films have drawn a mix of admiration and disdain. This collection of
essays consider how films produced by Disney represent the best and
worst the studio has offered over its nine decade history.
Glamour Book
Heated Moments
A Tale of Memory and Longing
A Complete Shape-up Program
Pedagogical Perspectives on Commercial Cinema
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Mama Sutra
Nominated for the Anthony and Macavity
Award Evil doesn’t always live next door.
Sometimes it lives right in your own home.
Eve Moran has always wanted “things,” her
powers of seduction impossible to resist
for those who come in contact with her
toxic allure. And over the course of her
life, she has proven both inventive and
tenacious in getting and keeping whatever
such things catch her eye, whether they
are jewelry, money, or men. Eve lies,
steals, cheats, swindles, and is even
willing to take a life, paying little heed
to the cost of her actions on those who
love her and depend on her. Her daughter,
Christine, compelled by love, dependency,
and circumstance, is caught up in her
mother’s deceptions, unwilling to accept
the viciousness that runs in her family’s
blood. It’s only when Christine’s threeyear old brother, Ryan, begins to prove
useful to her mother, and Christine sees a
horrific pattern repeating itself, that
she finds the courage and means to bring
an end to Eve’s tyranny. Concrete Angel
centers around a family torn apart by a
mother straight out of “Mommie Dearest”,
and her resilient young daughter who
discovers that survival can mean fighting
the closest evil imaginable.
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Enjoy
this
collection
of sinfully
delicious Erotica Tales An explicit bundle
of HARDCORE household erotica! 150 stories
of forbidden, innocent women TAKING EVERY
INCH of goodness in their tight, tempting
-- well, flip open this collection to find
out! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica
short stories, free erotica books, older
man younger woman, victorian erotica,
historical erotica, multiple partners,
first time erotica, virgin erotica, free
eroctica, sex, erotic domination,
submission, humiliation, punishment,
humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked,
spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic
breeding, bareback, ebooks series,
schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager,
examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy,
rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo,
wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister
step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp,
books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt,
men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced,
mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy,
dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction,
bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short
erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy,
best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut,
collection, compilation, anthology, anal,
daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx
bbw, adult short stories free, box set,
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threesome,
threesome
erotica, threesome
bundle, threesome collection, taboo,
forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house,
erotica, erotic stories, bundle,
collection, anthology.
Rupert Brooke (b. 1887) died on April 23,
1915, two days before the start of the
Battle of Gallipoli, and three weeks after
his poem "The Soldier" was read from the
pulpit of St Paul's Cathedral on Easter
Sunday. Thus began the myth of a man whose
poetry crystallizes the sentiments that
drove so many to enlist and assured those
who remained in England that their beloved
sons had been absolved of their sins and
made perfect by going to war. In Fatal
Glamour, Paul Delany details the person
behind the myth to show that Brooke was a
conflicted, but magnetic figure.
Strikingly beautiful and able to fascinate
almost everyone who saw him - from Winston
Churchill to Henry James - Brooke was
sexually ambivalent and emotionally
erratic. He had a series of turbulent
affairs with women, but also a hidden gay
life. He was attracted by the Fabian
Society’s socialist idealism and Neo-Pagan
innocence, but could be by turns nasty,
misogynistic, and anti-Semitic. Brooke’s
emotional troubles were acutely personal
and also acutely typical of Edwardian
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the public school
system. Delany finds a thread of
consistency in the character of someone
who was so well able to move others, but
so unable to know or to accept himself. A
revealing biography of a singular
personality, Fatal Glamour also uses
Brooke’s life to shed light on why the
First World War began and how it unfolded.
On April 10, 2001, Sandra Baker, a
recently separated, forty-five-year-old
mother of two, went for a facelift—and a
new lease on life. But the nurse
anesthetist was a woman from her past. And
Sandra's future was in jeopardy... Decades
before, in a world of high school cliques
and competition, Sally Jordan Hill had a
crush on a guy whose attentions turned
toward Sandra. Little did Sandra know how
jealous Sally might have been... Once
Nurse Sally had Sandra in her care, she
administered a lethal dose of the
painkiller Fentanyl. Within hours, Sandra
was brain dead—and her death was ruled a
medical mistake. But earlier, Sally's
coworkers heard her say this: That's the
woman who stole my boyfriend in high
school. And soon, a determined detective
would find new clues to convince a judge
that Sandra's death was no accident. ...
Beauty Sleep is the true story of glamor,
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jealousy
... and
cold-blooded
murder.
In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens
Ramshackle Glam
Beauty Sleeping
Never Lose love
The Fault at the Center

Sleight Of Hand Dragomir Starkov poses as an illusionist, a
showman performing tricks, his Romanian accent and dark
good looks all just a part of the drama. That's how Rose
Carlisle first sees him. She's a respectable girl—she wouldn't
accept witchy birthday gifts from a demon. But the hustle
and bustle of 1912 New York City offers plenty of ways to
slip around the strict old rules of propriety. A good thing,
too, because once Rose meets Drago, she no longer cares
about being respectable. But the only illusion in Drago's act
is that his magic is smoke and mirrors. Every word of power
he speaks is as real as Rose before him, in thrall to his lust
and adoration. Drago knows about Rose's curse, that she
will die on her next birthday. But the shadowy threat that
stalks her hasn't won her yet. If she can trust him, perhaps
he can save her too. . . "An intriguing twist on a classic fairy
tale." —Jennifer Estep, New York Times bestselling author
Praise for Beauty and the Wolf "Dynamic and sensual,
paranormal readers will gobble up this sexy read." —Donna
Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Midnight's
Warrior "Beauty and the Wolf is a deliciously dark retelling
of the classic tale that will make you fall in love all over
again." —Erin Quinn, author of The Five Deaths of
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Roxanne Love 75,000 Words
When Lucy Scott gave birth to her adorable daughter Lois,
nothing prepared her for the momentous task of caring for
this new little person. Compelled to preserve the memories of
her first year, Lucy started drawing, and so emerged Doodle
Diary of a New Mum. From baby's first trip to the health
visitor to her shrine to wet wipes, this funny collection of
Lucy's doodles depicts dozens of dramatic, terrifying, and
unforgettable new-mum moments. Sadly, and much to
Lucy's dismay, she still cannot find any chapters in any
parenting book on surviving the first trip to a pub with a
baby.
Opposites attract…and ignite!
Life is a strategy at all levels and your life is your personal
project, and what a nice one it is! If you dont take the risk to
search and find answers, if you never dare yourself to do
anything that feels uncomfortable, you will never know,
ever The things you didnt do because you labelled them
crazy or ridiculous, all the unreachable goals you created in
your mind, those are the things you will regret, all the what
ifs of your life You can change all that, you now have that
one chance to shout out loud: Oh, yes I can!! Thats the stuff
that shapes your future, the stuff that makes history, the
stuff that brings nothing but satisfaction. I did it! I
transformed my life, it wasnt always easy but I wouldnt
have it any other waythe tears, the pain, the fun!! It is never
too late to have a sexy, glamorous and fun filled life while
being effective, productive and practical. By following my
rules youll see that they actually complement each other very
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well indeed. So here they are: My sexy little secrets. The sexy
rules. Theira Añez: Author of Cadenas Invisibles Email:
sexyliferules@yahoo.com Also available online
Sleeping Beauty and the Demon
An Illustrated Journey Through One Mummy's First Year
Descriptive Passages in Verse and Prose by Various Writers
The Dirtiest Daddy - Collection of 150 Sexy Erotic Short
Hot Stories
A Glamorous Mother, a Woman from Her Past, and Her
Mysterious Death
Glamorous Asians
Stories have the power to change lives. These compelling
tales of seven women and one man are a revealing look
at the complexity of eating disorders, the process of
psychotherapy, and the healing power of the relationship
between therapist and client. Sufferers, their loved ones,
and caregivers will benefit from the insights provided by
this beautifully written collection.
My South Seas Sleeping Beauty is a captivating comingof-age tale set in the magical jungles of Borneo. Told
through the vivid recollections of a Chinese-Malay
youth, the novel recounts the life of Su Qi, a troubled,
sensitive son of a wealthy family, and exemplifies the
imaginative range of one of Taiwan's most innovative
writers. "There were all sorts of stories about how my
younger sister died," Su Qi begins, hinting at the power
of memory to bend and refract truth. Yet whichever the
real story may be, the fact is that the death of Su Qi's
sister created an irrevocable rift in Su Qi's family,
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driving his father into the arms of aboriginal women and
his mother into a world of her own invention. In an
effort to escape the oppression of home, Su Qi loses
himself in the surrounding jungle, full of Communist
guerillas and strange tropical fauna. The jungle further
blurs the line between fantasy and reality for Su Qi, until
he meets Chunxi, the beautiful, frail daughter of his
father's best friend. Chunxi is an oasis of kindness and
honesty in an otherwise cruel and evasive world, but
after a bizarre accident, Chunxi falls into a deep coma,
and Su Qui flees to Taiwan. In college Su Qi meets Keyi,
a vivacious siren who helps Su Qi forget not only his
violent past but also the colorful tales of his youth. When
a family member dies, however, Su Qi is pulled back to
the jungles of Borneo where he begins to unravel the
secrets of his family's past-a story stranger than any
fairy tale-and learns that his cherished dream of
awakening his beloved Chunxi may be more than just a
fantasy. Influenced by the lyricism of William Faulkner
and the magical realism of Gabriel Garcia Marquez, My
South Seas Sleeping Beauty is a deeply evocative
exploration of sexuality and identity and a masterful
reworking of Chinese and Western myth. Valerie
Jaffee's careful translation retains all the tone and detail
of the original work and provides rare access to a new
and exciting generation of Chinese writers born in
Southeast Asia.
Determined to give his son the perfect small-town
Christmas, Luck McClure gets some much-needed help
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from shy music teacher Eve Rowland who gives him the
best gift of all, her love. Original.
Once upon a time you were the princess of your own
fairy tale; you lived in your own imaginary world. But
then, as you grew older, you became more aware of the
reality around you-the fact that the world continuously
states that there are no such things as happily ever afters
and that no man is a prince. The little princess dies
inside of you. Throughout this book you will rediscover
that every desire you have as a woman fits into a fairy
tale. All you need is a prince to fight for you to awaken
your princess heart again-because being a princess is
the preparation for becoming a queen, his queen. This
book will touch various aspects of your feminine heart,
from how to unlock your husband's love to being a ladyin-waiting and rediscovering who God really is in your
life. The created will go to the Creator, and only there
she will find her true identity.
Study Guide for Book Clubs: Olive, Again
From Peasant to Princess to Queen
Glamour
Sexy in the City
A Story of Love, Loss, and the Path of Motherhood
Fatal Glamour
Drawn from her blog of the same name, this
entertaining guide, which is part memoir,
part-commiseration, and part how-to, shows
new moms how to care for themselves postpartum to feel a little more like their glam
former selves, while still being the best
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In this lyrical collection, May-lee Chai
explores the diversity of the Asian-American
experience by challenging stereotypes while
experimenting with form, language, metaphor,
and myth.
Glamour Girl: How To Get The Ultimate
Makeover takes a fresh look at a woman’s need
to feel and look beautiful not only in the
sight of man but most importantly in the
sight of God. Beauty was created by God,
therefore, in the midst of all the cosmetics
and beauty rituals are biblical principles.
The Glamour Girl book teaches women how to
recognize the beauty that God has given them
and how to utilize this special gift. This
book also takes beauty rituals to another
level by teaching women the spiritual and
practical applications of makeup. Glamour
Girl: How To Get The Ultimate Makeover
explores and explains the biblical book of
Esther. Before becoming queen, Esther, had to
undergo a very rigorous beauty treatment that
lasted 365 days! Readers will quickly
recognize why Esther’s portrayal of beauty,
strength and courage make her a True Glamour
Girl and the perfect example for women to
follow. By the end of this book, the reader
will acknowledge the need to look deeper and
dig deeper to find purpose in their beauty
and beauty treatments, just as Queen Esther
did. Glamour Girl: How To Get The Ultimate
Makeover explores and explains the biblical
book of Esther. Before becoming queen,
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treatment that lasted 365 days! Readers will
quickly recognize why Esther’s portrayal of
beauty, strength and courage make her a True
Glamour Girl and the perfect example for
women to follow. By the end of this book, the
reader will acknowledge the need to look
deeper and dig deeper to find purpose in
their beauty and beauty treatments, just as
Queen Esther did. As the most unique book on
its subject, Glamour Girl: How To Get The
Ultimate Makeover features practical beauty
tips that are woven throughout the book and
includes a Self Discovery B.E.A.U.T.Y. Guide
at the end of the book for personal
reflection. Writing is therapeutic and by
indulging in the Self Discovery B.E.A.U.T.Y.
Guide, readers will be one step closer to
discovering their purpose and walking boldly
in their purpose like a true Glamour Girl!
Glamour Girl: How To Get The Ultimate
Makeover is a “must read” for any woman
seeking true beauty – both inner and outer.
Every woman who reads this book will discover
the BIGGEST beauty secret ever and she will
know exactly how to get the ultimate
makeover!
On her deathbed Lady Margaret Marsh reveals
that there is no family money left to support
her daughter, the stunningly beautiful
Josina. They were cut off without a penny by
their relations long ago when she eloped with
Josina’s father, the inveterate but often
successful gambler, Captain D’Arcy Marsh, who
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he had
won from at cards. Her mother believes that
there is no alternative but for Josina to
throw herself on the mercy of her relative,
the dashing and handsome Duke of Nevondale.
But arriving at his stately home she finds
that he is a rake who is having an affair
with the wife of the French Embassy Attaché,
a liaison that could bring scandal and death
close to his door. When, on accidentally
discovering a fiendish plot, Josina rushes to
the Duke’s rescue, only to find him in
compromising circumstances, she is deeply
shocked and horrified. Yet disturbingly she
finds herself falling in love. For no other
apparent reason than to save hers and
incidentally his reputation the Duke decides
that he wants to marry Josina. But as much as
she yearns for him, how can she possibly
marry a man who does not love her after her
mother and father had been so sublimely in
love with each other that for them the world
was lost for love?
The Glamour of Oxford
The New Sexualized Childhood and What Parents
Can Do to Protect Their Kids
A Novel
Working Mother
Literary Theory and Children's Literature
Hot, Cold, Heavy, Light, 100 Art Writings
1988–2018

This book sets out to explore the structure and meanings
within the most popular of all literary genres - the
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analytical readings of some of the most widely read
adventure stories such as Treasure Island , the James
Bond stories and Star Wars. The book describes how
adventure stories are influential in shaping children's
perception and establishing values. When many of these
stories define non-white, non-European people as
inferior, and women as marginal or incapable, we should
be worried about what they are teaching our children to
think. Margery Hourihan shows how teaching children to
read books critically can help to prevent the
establishment of negative attitudes, discourage
aggression and promote values of emotion and
creativity.
The new novel from the best-selling author of I Don’t
Know How She Does It takes us on an unforgettable
journey into first love, and—with the emotional intensity
and penetrating wit that have made her beloved among
readers all over the world—reminds us of how the ardor of
our youth can ignite our adult lives. Wales, 1974. Petra
and Sharon, two thirteen-year-old girls, are obsessed
with David Cassidy. His fan magazine is their Bible, and
some days his letters are the only things that keep them
going as they struggle through the humiliating daily
rituals of adolescence—confronting their bewildering new
bodies, fighting with mothers who don’t understand
them at all. Together they tackle the Ultimate David
Cassidy Quiz, a contest whose winners will be flown to
America to meet Cassidy in person. London, 1998. Petra
is pushing forty, on the brink of divorce, and fighting with
her own thirteen-year-old daughter when she discovers a
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closet declaring her the
winner of the contest she and Sharon had labored over
with such hope and determination. More than twenty
years later, twenty pounds heavier, bruised by grief and
the disappointments of middle age, Petra reunites with
Sharon for an all-expenses-paid trip to Las Vegas to
meet their teen idol at last, and finds her life utterly
transformed. Funny, moving, full of beautiful
observations about the awakenings of both youth and
middle age, Allison Pearson’s long-awaited new novel
will speak across generations to mothers and daughters
and women of all ages.
Eve's Christmas
Carrying On
Debating Disney
Doodle Diary of a New Mum
Style, Beauty, Décor (and More) for the Nervous New
Mom
Concrete Angel
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